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EFFETS DES RAYONNEMENTS SUR LES FORMES DE DÉCHETS À BASE DE VERRE 

ET À BASE DE VITROCÉRAMIQUE POUR L'IMMOBILISATION DES DÉCHETS DU 

RETRAITEMENT DE L'U02 UTILISÉ COMME COMBUSTIBLE DANS LE RÉACTEUR CANDU 

par 

J.C. Tait 

RÉSUMÉ 

EACL a étudié trois formes de déchets pour l'immobilisation des déchets 
liquides de haute activité qui seraient nécessaires si jamais on traitait 
du combustible CANDU irradié dans l'avenir pour y enlever les matières 
fissiles et fabriquer du combustible neuf pour les réacteurs de puissance. 
Ces formes de déchets sont du verre au boro-silicate, du verre au silicate 
d'alumine et de la vitroceramlque au silicate de titane. Ce rapport traite 
des effets éventuels des rayons alpha, bêta et gamma sur la libération de 
radionucléides de ces formes de déchets par suite de corrosion aqueuse par 
les eaux souterraines qui seraient présentes dans une enceinte souterraine 
de stockage permanent. Ce rapport traite des dommages à l'état solide 
causés par le déplacement atomique provoqué par l'irradiation des formes de 
déchets, ainsi que de l'irradiation des solutions d'eau souterraine (radio-
lyse), et de l'effet éventuel de cette irradiation sur la corrosion des 
formes de déchets et la libération de radionucléides. On y passe rapide
ment en revue la documentation existante sur les effets des rayonnements 
sur le verre au boro-silicate et sur la céramique, et on y traite également 
des effets radiologiques éventuels sur les formes de déchets spécialement 
prévues pour l'immobilisation du 1 2 9 I , du 85Kr et du 14C. 
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RADIATION EFFECTS IN GLASS AND GLASS-CERAMIC WASTE FORMS 
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by 
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ABSTRACT 

AECL has investigated three waste forms for the immobilization of high-
level liquid wastes that would arise if used CANDU (CANada Deuterium 
Uranium) fuels were reprocessed at some time in the future to remove 
fissile materials for the fabrication of new power reactor fuel. These 
waste forms are borosilicate glasses, aluminosilicate glasses and titano-
silicate glass-ceramics. This report discusses the potential effects of 
alpha, beta and gamma radiation on the release of radionuclides from these 
waste forras as a result of aqueous corrosion by groundwaters that would be 
present in an underground waste disposal vault. The report discusses 
solid-state damage, caused by radiation-induced atomic displacements in the 
waste forms, as well as irradiation of groundwater solutions (radiolysis), 
and their potential effects on waste-form corrosion and radionuclide 
release. The current literature on radiation effects in borosilicate 
glasses and in ceramics is briefly reviewed, as are potential radiation 
effects on specialized waste forms for the immobilization of 1 2 9 I , 85Kr and 
i4C. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program is assessing the concept 
of deep geological disposal of nuclear fuel wastes. In this concept, 
nuclear fuel waste in corrosion-resistant containers would be emplaced with 
sealing materials in a disposal vault 500-1000 m deep in plutonic rock of 
the Canadian Shield. AECL has investigated two options for the immobili
zation and disposal of nuclear fuel waste: direct disposal of used-fuel 
bundles, and disposal of solidified high-level wastes that would arise if 
the used fuel were reprocessed at some time in the future to remove fissile 
materials (235U, 239Pu) that could be used in the fabrication of new power-
reactor fuel. As part of this concept, borosilicate glasses have been 
considered as a reference waste form for the immobilization of liquid high-
level wastes that could arise from reprocessing used CANDU* fuel, even 
though Canada is not pursuing the fuel reprocessing option at the present 
time. The current industrial-scale technologies in use internationally 
for reprocessing used fuel involve dissolving the fuel in nitric acid, 
chemically extracting 99.5% of the U and Pu, and recycling the Pu in 
freshly fabricated Pu/U02 fuel (IAEA 1987). The wastes that need to be 
immobilized are the remaining acidic solution of radioactive fission 
products and residual actinides, and any volatiles, such as 1 4C, asKr and 
l 2 9 I , that may be captured as an off-gas from a reprocessing facility. 

The Canadian research program on waste forms for high-level waste immobili
zation has been discussed by Johnson et al. (1987). One method for radio
active waste immobilization involves evaporating and calcining (heating) 
the high-level liquid waste to produce solid oxides that would then be 
combined with borosilicate glass-making materials (glass frit) and heated 
to ~1000-1100°C to melt the frit and dissolve the waste in the melt. The 
melt would then be poured into a metal container and allowed to solidify. 
The metal container would be sealed in an outer container made from a 
corrosion-resistant material, such as titanium, before permanent disposal. 
In addition to borosilicate glasses, alternative waste forms, including 
aluminosilicate glasses and sphene-based glass-ceramics, have also been 
investigated. 

In this report, the potential effects of radiation on the release of radio
nuclides from high-level reprocessing waste forms as a result of aqueous 
corrosion by groundwaters present in a waste disposal vault is discussed. 
Although the materials that could be used for immobilization of volatiles, 
such as 85Kr, !29i or 1 4C produced during reprocessing, have not been as 
thoroughly developed as high-level waste forms, the effects of radiation on 
several potential candidate immobilization materials are briefly discussed. 

The effects of radiation on other components of the disposal system, for 
example, the container, buffer and rock, are beyond the scope of this 
report; however, the pertinent radiation processes that may occur in 
groundwaters outside the waste container, which may eventually contact the 
waste form, are briefly reviewed. 

* CANada Deuterium Uranium, registered trademark of AECL. 
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2. ACTIVITY IN HIGH-LEVEL WASTE FORMS 

The mass inventories and activities of radionuclides in used CANDU fuel 
from the Bruce A reactor, at various times from 1 a after discharge to 
106 a, have been reported by Tait et al. (1989) and Smith et al. (1987). 
These data were calculated for a reference used-fuel burnup of 685 GJ/kg 
initial U. An abbreviated tabulation of the radionuclide mass inventories 
(in g/kg initial U) and activities (in Bq/kg initial U) of the major 
actinides and fission products that would be present in a high-level waste 
form is given in Table 1. For the purposes of this report it is assumed 
that the used nuclear fuel would be reprocessed after 10 a out-of-reactor 
cooling, and that the reprocessing waste would be immediately solidified in 
a waste form containing 6 wt.X fission product oxides (and their associated 
actinide oxides). Since volatiles (I, Kr, Xe, etc.) are lost to the off-
gases, they are not included in Table 1, nor are the inventories of the 
separated U and Pu product stream. The elemental inventories for some of 
the fission products (i.e., total active plus inactive isotopes) are also 
shown for comparison. Typical compositions of waste-form materials studied 
in the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program are given in Table 2. 

The decay of fission product and actinide activity in used fuel and in 
reprocessing waste (with 99.5% of the total U and Pu, and all volatiles 
(Kr, Xe, H, He, I) removed) is illustrated in Figure 1 (see Appendix A for 
details). The figure shows that there is a significant decrease in fission 
product activity during the first 500 a as a result of decay to stable, 
non-radioactive elements. The fission product and actinide activities in 
the used fuel prior to reprocessing are also shown for comparison. The 
actinide activities in the reprocessing wastes are lower because of the 
removal of U and Pu isotopes; however, the fission product activities are 
similar since almost all the fission products in the used fuel are present 
in the reprocessing waste stream. 

The fission product activity is dominated by /3-particle (electron) and 
7-photon emission. The actinide activity is dominated by a-particle (He2+ 

ion) emission, with a smaller proportion of ^-particle and 7-photon 
emission. In addition, spontaneous fission of actinides, such as 248Cm, 
244Cm and 2 4 0Pu, and (a,n) reactions of a-particles from 242Cm and 241Am 
with 1 70 and 1 80 oxides in a glass or glass-ceramic waste form would 
generate a neutron flux in the waste form. 

The a-, 0-, and neutron-particle and 7-photon yields have been calculated 
(Appendix A) as a function of decay time after solidification (i.e., 
assuming reprocessing after a 10-a cooling time followed by immediate 
solidification). The photon and particle emission yield in a waste form 
containing 6 wt.% fission product oxides and their associated actinides are 
shown as a function of decay time in Figure 2. It can be seen that in the 
first 300 a, the particle yield is dominated by the emission of ^-particles 
and 7-photons from the fission products, along with a smaller a-particle 
contribution from short-half-life actinides such as 244Cm, 242Cm and 238Pu. 

From about 300 to 3000 a, the activity is dominated by or- (and 7-) radia
tion from the decay of longer half-life actinide elements, such as 238Pu 
and 240Pu. From 3000 to 106 a, the ^-radiation flux dominates because of 
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TABLE 1 

RADIONUCLIDE DECAY MODES. INVENTORIES" AND HALF-LIVES 

FOR BRUCE FUEL REPROCESSED 10 a AFTER DISCHARGE 

N u c l i d e 

2 4 4Cm 

241Ara 
243Am 

2 3 8 p u 

2 3 9 p u 

2 4 0 p u 

2 4 1 p u 

2 4 2 p u 

2 3 7 N p 

2 3 4 U 
2 3 5 U 
2 3 6 U 
2 3 8 u 

7 9 S e 
9 ° S r 
9 3 Z r 
9 9 T c 

10 6 R u 

1 0 7 p d 

1 1 3 n C d 

1 2 6 S n 
i 2 5 S b 
1 3 4 C s 
1 3 5 C s 
1 3 7 C s 
i 5 1 Sm 
1 5 4 E u 

i-55Eu 

Decay 
Mode 

a,y 

a , 7 
<*,7 

a , 7 
a , 7 
a , 7 
P 
a»7 

a,y 

a , 7 
a,y 
a , 7 
a , 7 

P 
P 
P,y 
P,y 
P 
P 
P 
fi,t 
P,y 
P,y 
P 
P,y 
P,y 
P,y 
P,y 

I n v e n t o r y 
( g / k g U) 

1.49 x 10-" 

8 .72 x 10- 2 

2 . 6 3 x 10- 3 

2 . 4 0 x 10 - 5 

1.38 x 10- 2 

5 .15 x 10- 3 

7 .15 x 10- 4 

3 . 0 3 x 10- 4 

3 .88 x 10- 2 

2 . 1 5 x 10- 4 

1.01 x 10- 2 

3 . 8 4 x 1 0 - 3 

4 . 9 3 

1.29 x 10- 3 

1.02 x 1 0 - 1 

1.68 x 1 0 - 1 

2 . 0 5 x 1 0 - 1 

6 .74 x 10 - 5 

5 . 4 3 x 10- 2 

1.97 x 10 - 5 

4 . 9 4 x 1 0 - 3 

2 . 3 3 x 10- 4 

4 . 0 6 x 10- 4 

2 .37 x 10- 2 

2 .39 x 1 0 - 1 

2 . 3 0 x 10 - 3 

1.86 x 10 - 3 

4 . 5 9 x 10- 4 

A c t i v i t y 
(Bq/lcg U) 

4 . 4 8 x 10B 

1.11 x 10 1 0 

1.94 x 107 

1.52 x 107 

3 .18 x 107 

4 . 3 5 x 107 

2 . 6 8 x 109 

4 . 4 0 x 104 

1.01 x 106 

4 . 9 7 x 104 

8 .05 x 102 

9 . 2 0 x 103 

6 .10 x 104 

3 .33 x 106 

5 .14 x 1 0 1 1 

1.56 x 107 

1.28 x 10° 
8 .36 x 109 

1.03 x 10« 
1.70 x 108 

5 .18 x 106 

8.92 x 109 

1.94 x 10i° 
1.01 x 106 

7.66 x 10H 
2 .25 x lO9 

1.86 x 10 1 0 

7 .88 x 109 

H a l f - L i f e 
( a ) 

18.1 

4 3 2 . 0 
7 .38 x 103 

8 7 . 7 
2 .41 x 104 

6 .54 x 103 

14.4 
3 .76 x 105 

2 .14 x 106 

2 .45 x 105 

7.04 x 10" 
2 . 3 4 x 107 

4 .47 x 109 

6 .50 x 104 

2 9 . 1 
1.53 x 106 

2 .13 x 105 

1.01 
6 .50 x 106 

13.6 
1.00 x 10 s 

2.77 
2 .06 
2 .30 x 106 

3 0 . 0 
9 0 . 0 
8 .80 
4 .96 

Element15 

Ge 
As 
Se 
Rb 
Sr 
Y 
Zr 
Nb 
Mo 
Ru 
Rh 
Pd 
Ag 
Cd 
In 
Sn 
Sb 
Te 
Cs 
Ba 
La 
Ce 
Pr 
Nd 
Pm 
Sm 
Eu 
Gd 
Tb 

T o t a l FPC 

T o t a l FP 

I n v e n t o r y 
( g / k g U) 

9 .88 x 10 - 5 

2 . 9 9 x 10 - 5 

1.31 x 10- 2 

8 .03 x 10- 2 

1.81 x 10 - 1 

1.06 x lO" 1 

8 .50 x 10 - 1 

1.02 x 10- 6 

8 .03 x 10 - 1 

5 .09 x 10 - 1 

1.55 x 10 - 1 

3 .06 x 1 0 - 1 

2 . 1 2 x 10- 2 

1.32 x 10- 2 

6.67 x 10- 4 

1.14 x 10- 2 

2 . 4 3 x 10- 3 

1.13 x 10 - 1 

5 . 6 3 x 10 - 1 

3 .78 x 10 - 1 

2 . 9 0 x 10 - 1 

5 .76 x 10 - 1 

2 .69 x 10- 1 

9 .54 x 10 - 1 

5 .88 x 10- 3 

2 . 1 8 x 10 - 1 

2 . 2 4 x 10- 2 

1.62 x 10- 2 

5 . 3 1 x 10- 4 

6.67 
o x i d e s 8 .01 

Waste stream inventories are in g/kg initial U for a Bruce A fuel with a 
burnup of 685 GJ/kg U. It was assumed that during reprocessing, 99.5% of 
the total U and Pu were removed as a product stream, and that the volatile 
elements Kr, Xe, I, Rn, Br and H were not considered part of the high-
level waste stream. (Adapted from Tait et al. (1989).) 

Total elemental inventory including stable and radionuclide inventories. 

FP - Fission Product 
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TABLE 2 

APPROXIMATE COMPOSITIONS OF TYPICAL BOROSILICATE GLASS 

ALUMINOSILICATE GLASS AND SPHENE GLASS-CERAMIC (vt.Z) 

Component 

Si02 
Ti02 
B203 
Na20 
CaO 
A1203 
Li20 
ZnO 

French 
Borosilicate 

Glass» 

54.9 

16.9 
11.9 
4.9 
5.9 
2.4 
3.0 

Alumino-
Silicate 
Glassb 

60.0 

6.1 
8.4 
25.5 

Sphene 
Glass-
Ceramic0 

53.0 
18.3 

6.3 
14.3 
8.1 

« French AVH (Atelier de Vitrification de Le Havre) glass SON 68, data 
from Lutze (1988). 

b Data from Tait and Mandolesi (1983). 
c Data from Hayward and Cecchetto (1982). For details of typical fission 

product (FP) and actinide (An) content see Table 1. 

the long-lived fission products "Tc, 93nNb and 93Zr. (Note that in the 
case of direct disposal of used fuel, the actinides would dominate from 300 
to 106 a because of the higher concentration of long-lived 239Pu and 242Pu 
isotopes that remain in the U02 fuel (Figure 1).) The neutron yield from 
reprocessing waste is much smaller than the a- and /3-yield. (The apparent 
increase in neutron, a- and 0-yields from 105 to 106 a is a result of the 
establishment of secular equilibrium in the uranium decay series over this 
time period.) 

Thus, in a disposal vault, the radiation fields affecting the waste form, 
container and the clay buffer and rock surrounding the container would vary 
with time, shifting from a 7-radiation-dominated field during the first 
500 a (which would have long-range effects on the container and engineered 
barriers) to a- and ̂ -radiation-dominated fields beyond 500 a (which would 
have short-range effects on the waste form). The corrosion-resistant 
container surrounding the waste form is designed to remain intact and 
provide waste isolation for a minimum of 500 a. During the period in which 
the containment is intact, only the penetrating y-radiation is capable of 
interacting with groundwaters that may be present in the buffer or in the 
host rock. The effect of irradiation in the buffer and rock materials has 
been discussed by Johnson et al. (in preparation). The other major 
radiation effect that must be considered is the self-irradiation of the 
waste form by the a- and ^-emitters contained in the waste form. 
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The calculated Y-dose rate at the surface of a container filled with 
solidified reprocessing waste containing ~6 wt.% fission product oxides is 
shown in Figure 3 (see also Appendix A). It can be seen that the Y-dose 
rate drops by over four orders of magnitude during the first 103 a and 
varies little from 103 to 106 a. After about 106 a, almost all the long-
lived fission products and activation products have decayed, and the 
Y-field of the waste is dominated by the daughters of the uranium series 
decay chains (Bi, Ra, Th, etc.)- For comparison, the calculated un
shielded, contact Y-dose rate from unirradiated U02 in secular equilibrium 
with its U-decay daughter products, would be ~1.82 x 10'3 Sv/h (Figure 3). 
(This is a hypothetical situation as purified U02 would require about 10

6 a 
to achieve secular equilibrium with its decay daughters.) 

10° 3 

I 

<° in'1 

« 
E 
E 
O 

10 ; 

10 ~-

10 

Unirradiated UO 

i i i m i i | — i i 11 u n i — r i i H U M . 
10 10 10 10 

Time (a) 

•ri i uni—r 
104 

i 11 uni 
105 10 

FIGURE 3: Contact Radial Y~Dose Rate Outside a Reprocessing Vaste Container 
as a Function of Time after Reprocessing. Borosilicate glass waste 
form containing 6 wt.% fission product oxides; 0.635-mra stainless 
steel inner container; 2.7 cm sand; 0.635-mm titanium outer shell; 
outer shell diameter 56.5 cm. 
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Although the corrosion-resistant container is designed to remain intact for 
at least 500 a, for completeness, the potential radiation effects during 
early container failure and saturation by groundwater is considered. The 
two types of effects considered are enhanced leaching due to solid-state 
(structural) damage to the waste form, caused primarily by a-emitting 
radionuclides contained within the waste form; and radiolysis of the 
aqueous solution in contact with the waste form, caused by or-, p- and 
7-emitting radionuclides contained within the waste form or 7-radiolysis of 
the water in the pore space of the buffer. These effects are discussed in 
the following section. 

3. RADIATION EFFECTS 

As shown in Figure 2, a-, p- and 7-radiation are the predominant forms of 
radiation during the early life of a waste form; neutron emissions (from 
spontaneous fission and a,n reactions of nuclides in the waste form) are 
many orders of magnitude smaller in intensity. Each spontaneous fission 
will also produce two heavy fission-fragment nuclei. Since about 2.2 
neutrons are produced per spontaneous fission event, the number of fission 
fragments produced will be approximately the same as the number of neutrons 
produced. The particle yield data (Figure 2) were numerically integrated 
to produce a graph of cumulative particle fluence/cm3 in the waste form 
(Figure 4). 

The main sources of radiation-enhanced chemical reactivity of waste forms 
in contact with groundwater, which could potentially lead to increased 
mobilization of radionuclides, are solid-state damage, elemental transmu
tation, gas buildup and solution radiolysis. 

3.1 SOLID-STATE RADIATION DAMAGE 

Radiation damage from all types of radiation to the structures and proper
ties of potential waste-form materials has been discussed in detail by 
numerous authors (Permar and McDonell 1980, Czyscinski et al. 1980, Dayal 
et al. 1982, Vance 1982, Weber and Roberts 1983, Weber et al. 1984). The 
most significant contributors to structural damage in any waste-form 
material are the a-emitting radionuclides. The a-emitters (actinides) are 
of long-term consequence to damage to a waste form, since the principal 
contributors to a-dose are both the short-lived nuclides (t^ < 500 a), 
244Cm> 24iAm a n d 24iPu> a n d the long-lived nuclides (t^ > 5000 a),

 2 3 9Pu, 
240p u > 2 4 2 p u > 2 3 7 N p a n d iS0tOpeS of U. 

When an actinide element contained in a waste form decays by the emission 
of an of-particle, an He2+ ion is ejected with an energy of ~4-8 MeV, and 
the remaining heavy nucleus recoils with a corresponding energy of 
-0.1 MeV. Both particles will cause displacement of nearby nuclei in the 
waste-form structure. If the actinide element is contained in a crystal
line phase in the waste form, these displacements will result in a cumu
lative loss of crystalline order and a volumetric lattice expansion, with 
the result that the material will eventually become metamict (amorphous) 
and undergo a several volume percent expansion. Glassy waste forms, 
although possessing no long-range order, will also undergo a small volume 
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change, which may be positive or negative (Mendel et al. 1976). The range 
over which the a-particle can cause damage is 10 to 20 (im, while the 
a-recoil nuclei damage range is ~30 nm (Burns et al. 1982). Displacement 
processes are manifested by a general structural weakening through chemical 
bond breaking. Table 3 gives the relative efficiencies of these displace
ment or "knock-on" processes for different kinds of radiation. From 
Figure 4 it can be seen that after ~103 a a-decay would have produced about 
25% of the total potential dose that would be accumulated in the waste form 
after 106 a. 

Fission products (and certain actinides) contained in the waste form decay 
primarily by ^-emission, which produces energetic (-1 MeV) electrons and 
7-radiation (-2 MeV). This accounts for most of the initial heat genera
tion and radioactivity in the waste form. The electrons have a penetrating 
range of several millimetres in the waste form; however, the 7-radiation is 
considerably more penetrating, with a range of several to many centimetres, 
depending on the density of the absorbing material. The electrons lose 
energy to the surrounding solid mainly by ionization or charge-transfer 
events (displacement of other electrons, chemical bond rupturing or 
modification of valence states) and cause fewer atomic displacements by 
elastic collisions than a-particles. 

While 7-radiation will produce permanent structural and chemical damage in 
some light-element (inorganic) solids, it makes a very minor contribution 
to the atomic displacements in the refractory materials considered for 

TABLE 3 

ATOMIC DISPLACEMENTS RESULTING FROM DIFFERENT RADIATIONS" 

Radiation 

a-particle 

a-recoil 

^-particle 

7-photon 

Spontaneous 
Fission 
Nuclei 

Neutron 

Energy 
(MeV) 

-5 

-0.1 

-1 

-2 

65-95 

-1 

Range 

-20 urn 

-30 nm 

-1 mm 

cm-dm 

-10 urn 

-100 cm 

Number of 
Displaced 
Atoms/Event 

-180 

-1200 

-1 

<0.01 

103-105 

1000 

No. of Atoms 
Displaced 
(cm-3) 

3 x IO20 

2 x- 1021 

5 x 1019 

-

1016_1018 

~1016 

Energy Transfer 
Mechanism 

Mostly ionization 

Displacement/ 
ionization 

Ionization 

Ionization 

Ionization 

Ionization 

a Table adapted from Burns et al. (1982) and Vance (1982). 
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waste forms. Like electrons, 7-radiation primarily results in ionization 
of the material. Since 7-radiation is highly penetrating, little energy is 
actually deposited in the waste form, and its effects would be primarily 
manifested in the buffer and host rock surrounding the waste container. 
The most important effect of 7-radiation is radiolysis of the water near 
the waste form or outside the container in the buffer/rock region. 

Although neutrons and fragments from spontaneous fission can produce a 
relatively large number of atom displacements per event, the low yield of 
these events results in far fewer displacements/cm3 than result from 
a-events (Table 3). 

The effects of radiation-induced displacement damage to the microstructure 
of a waste form can be studied by a variety of techniques, including 
electron spin resonance and optical spectroscopy, particle channeling, 
X-ray diffraction, optical and electron microscopy, and density measure
ments. Because of the long time period (1 Ma) over which a-radiation would 
contribute to structural damage in a waste form, a number of methods have 
been employed to simulate a-displacement damage: 

- doping with short-lived a-emitters, such as 244Cm or 238Pu 
(t^ 18.1 a and 87.7 a respectively), where doses in the range 
from 1018 to 1019 a/cm3 of material can be achieved in a few 
years (simulating about a 1-Ma dose from the waste); 

- heavy-ion bombardment of the surfaces of materials to simulate 
a-recoil damage; 

- doping with U followed by neutron bombardment to induce fission 
within the material to study heavy-nucleus recoil damage; and 

- irradiation with fast neutrons. 

The results of studies using these methods will be discussed in Section 4. 

3.2 TRANSMUTATION 

Changes in the chemical nature, ionic size and valence state of a radioiso
tope will accompany many radioactive decay events. This is the so-called 
"transmutation effect," which has been discussed at length elsewhere (Vance 
et al. 1981a, 1982; Vance 1982). The elements most affected by transmu
tation are shown in Table 4. For example, 9 0Sr 2 + decays via emission of a 
0- particle to 9°Y 3 +, which in turn decays to the stable product 90Zr4+» 
Thus, there is an overall valency change of +2 and a significant decrease 
in ionic radius in this process. Actinide elements undergo a-decay and 
will thus also transmute down the uranium series decay chains, undergoing 
numerous (in some cases up to -20) transmutations via both a- and /?-decay 
to the stable isotopes of Pb and Bi. The consequence of transmutation is 
that a permanent oxygen deficiency may be created in the host material, and 
that the daughter of a substitutional parent nuclei in a crystalline solid 
may not be soluble in the lattice. This daughter product will inhabit an 
interstitial site and may exhibit enhanced leaching in an aqueous medium 
because of its weak bonding and relatively high diffusion coefficient. In 
addition, the stability of the solid as a whole will be reduced If the 
daughters do not display solid solubility in the lattice. 
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TABLE 4 

ACTIVE (fl-EMITTINGI FISSION PRODUCTS (t.t > 5 a) 

WITH >Q.2Z ABUNDANCE WHERE A CHANGE OP VALENCE AND 

IONIC SIZE OCCURS IN AN INSULATING WASTE FORM 

Ion 

85Kr 

9 0 S r 2 + 

9 3 z r 4 + 

9 9 T C 4 + 

9 9 T c 7 + 

1 2 9 J -

1 3 5 C s + 

i 3 7 C s + 

Abundance 

1.9 

1.9 

3.7 

3.0 

0.4 

5.9 

Radius* 
(nm) 

-

0.127 

0.086 

0.078 

0.070 

0.206 

0.184 

0.184 

(a) 

11 

30 

1.5 x 106 

2 x 105 

2 x 105 

2 x 107 

3 x 106 

30 

Stable 
Daughter 

8 5 R b + » 

9 0Zr 4 + 

9 3 N b 5 + 

9 9 R u 5 + * 

9 9 R U 8 + * 

1 2 9 Xe 

1 3 5 B a 2 + 

1 3 7 B a 2 + 

Radius 
(nm) 

0.163 

0.086 

0.078 

0.071 

0.050 

-

0.150 

0.150 

a Ionic radii (crystal radii) taken from Shannon and Prewitt (1969). 
* Asterisked daughter valences not certain; in particular, 85Rb may 

remain as metal atoms under appropriate redox conditions. 

3.3 GAS BUILDUP 

Interstitial He gas is formed by electron capture by the He2+ ion ejected 
during a-decay. As a result of the buildup of He gas in the waste form at 
interstitial sites or at grain boundaries in a crystalline material, or as 
bubbles in a glass, stresses will develop in the solid, which could result 
in fracturing and thereby increase the surface area of the waste form 
available for leaching. 

3.4 SOLUTION RADIOLYSIS 

Alpha, /3- and 7-radiation can potentially alter the chemistry of the 
solution in contact with the waste form, or waters in the region of the 
container/buffer/near-field host rock (7-radiolysis). The action of 
ionizing radiation on water is to form reactive radicals and molecular 
species by electronic excitation and ionization of water. The proportion 
of radicals or molecular species generated will depend on the nature of the 
ionizing radiation. 
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Although ^-radiation fields are most intense during the first 300 a, when 
containment is designed to remain intact, there would be no /3-radiation 
field outside the container and it would thus not be a factor in deter
mining solution chemistry. However, in the event of premature container 
failure, /8-radiolysis of the solution would occur and its effect on solu
tion chemistry would be similar to that of 7-radiolysis. The free radicals 
and molecular species produced by a- and fi- or 7-radiolysis in solution can 
reduce or oxidize ionic solution species or react with water to raise or 
lower the solution pH. These effects could lead to enhanced dissolution of 
the host matrix, or to changes in the oxidation state of radionuclides in 
solution (Pederson and HcVay 1983) that may affect their transport proper
ties in the groundwater. In addition, any change in the redox potential of 
the leachant, caused by the generation or depletion of oxygen or of oxi
dants and reductants in solution, could affect both the leach rate and the 
oxidation state of the radionuclides. 

The predominant species first formed during 7-radiolysis of pure water are 
hydrated electrons (e" ), hydrogen and hydroxyl free radicals (H. and 
•OH), and hydrogen and hydroxy1 ions (H+ and OH"). Molecular species, such 
as 02 , H2 and H202, free radicals, such as peroxyl (H02«)> and ionic species 
such as 0j and H02" are formed from radical recombination reactions, or 
reactions with molecular products. The distribution of these species varies, 
depending on the type of radiation. Table 5 shows the radiolytic yields 
(G-values) for various species in pure water (the G-values are numbers of 
species formed or destroyed in water per 100 eV of absorbed dose). 

The same species are produced by a-, fi- and 7-radiolysis; however, for fi-
and 7-radiation, the relative yield of radicals is higher than the yield of 
molecular species, whereas the converse is true for a-radiation. The 
yields depend in a complex fashion on the solution pH, dose rate, the 
presence or absence of radical scavenging species in solution, and the rate 

TABLE 5 

G-VALUES FOR PRIMARY PRODUCTS IN IRRADIATED WATER" 

Radiat ion 

a 

fi 

y 

H2 

1.4 

0.45 

0.43 

H 

0.30 

0.55 

0.61 

e i q 

0.30 

2.66 

2.7 

H202 

1.3 

0.72 

0.61 

OH 

0.50 

2.67 

2.86 

• H02 

0.10 

0.0 

0.03 

H+ 

0.30 

2.76 

2.7 

-H20 

3.30 

6.87 

4.14 

* a and 7 data from Burns et al. (1982), fi data from Christensen and 
Bjergbakke (1984). G-values are numbers of species formed per 100 eV 
of absorbed energy. 
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at which the formed ionic or molecular species can diffuse out of the 
reaction zone. It is possible to model the radiolysis processes if the 
rate constants for the radical-radical and radical-molecular reactions are 
known. In many cases, these constants have been derived from numerous 
fundamental studies on radiolysis in solution. The constants that are less 
well defined are the reaction rates of these radical species with radical 
scavenging impurities in solution. 

The effects of a-, p- and 7-radiation on potential radionuclide release 
from glass and glass-ceramic reprocessing waste forms are discussed in 
Sections 4 and 5. 

4. BOROSILICATE GLASSES 

Although the products of a-decay have the most potential to cause struc
tural damage in a waste form, a-decay will generally have little effect on 
glasses because of the absence of long-range order. However, the short-
range order in the glass may be affected. Gamma irradiation of borosili-
cate glasses over the dose range of 1 to 103 MGy (the range of lifetime 
doses likely to be received by a glass containing reprocessing waste over 
106 a) can have a measurable effect on such macroscopic properties as 
density, refractive index, thermal expansion and helium permeability 
(Shelby 1980). 

4.1 SOLID-STATE RADIATION DAMAGE 

4.1.1 Alpha Irradiation 

Early studies by Primak (1958) have shown that heavy-particle bombardment 
(to simulate a-recoil damage) or fast-neutron irradiation of a refractory 
inorganic glass or vitreous silica induces a density increase of ~3%. The 
disruption of the structure of a silicate-based glass by fission fragments 
along their ~10-/im-long trajectory, can be revealed by optical microscopy 
after etching (Fleischer and Price 1963, Dran et al. 1986). 

To study the effects of actual a-radiation damage on a waste form, several 
types of borosilicate glasses have been doped with short-lived or-emitters, 
such as 238Pu or 244Cm (t^ = 87.7 and 18.1 a respectively), at a sufficient 
concentration to produce an a-fluence that would be equivalent to 106 a 
accumulated dose in a waste form in a laboratory time scale of several 
years (Boult et al. 1979, Ross et al. 1979, Walker and Riege 1979, Weber et 
al. 1979, Bonniaud et al. 1980, Bibler 1982, Burns et al. 1982). Total 
a-decay doses in these studies reached values of 1018 to 1019 a-events/cm3. 
Corrosion rates of the glasses in deionized water and NaCl brines were 
observed to increase by factors of up to three, but generally by no more 
than a factor of two. The corrosion rates also appeared to be independent 
of dose rate. 

It is arguable whether these leach rate enhancements are caused by struc
tural damage or are a result of a-radiolysis of the solution in contact 
with the waste form. In addition, the effects may be an artefact of the 
high experimental dose rate. Thus, strains or damage induced in the 
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"accelerated" doping tests cannot be expected to truly simulate the real 
waste form, where doses would be accumulated slowly over 106 a. Some of 
the damage effects in an actual waste form could be mitigated through long-
term "annealing" of the radiation damage, even at the ambient temperatures 
of a waste vault. 

As a caveat, it has been pointed out (Primak 1983, Vance 1982) that if 
actinides are "clustered" on a submicrometre scale because of solubility 
restraints, then regions of the glass immediately around the cluster 
(within -30 nm) would receive a high dose, while glass regions between 
clusters would not receive any a-radiation damage. This could lead to 
differential stress in the glass, which could affect leaching properties. 
Walker and Riege (1979) have shown that Pu in a borosilicate glass is a 
mixture of Pu3+ and Pu4+, and that the solubility limit is -2 mol% 
(9 wt.X). This value is a factor of four greater than those used in the 
above 23flPu doping experiments, so it would be expected that clustering 
effects were not a major factor. 

From 1980 to 1984 there were several studies performed to investigate 
a-recoil damage in borosilicate glasses by irradiating these glasses with 
200-keV Pb ions to simulate damage from a-recoil nuclei (Dran et al. 1980a, 
1980b, 1981). Their findings prompted a controversy over the effects of 
ion implantation on the surface of the glass and the appropriateness of 
this technique to simulate a-recoil damage. In their initial work, the 
short-term leach rates in saline solution (250 g/L NaCl, 100°C) were 
observed to increase by up to a factor of 50 after irradiation with a Pb 
ion fluence of £l012 cm-2 (equivalent to the a-recoil fluence and displace
ments per atom experienced by a waste glass after >106 a). The leach rates 
were found to be strongly dependent on the leaching solution (rates were 
highest in NaCl, whereas the enhancement in deionized water was only a 
factor of three). Further work showed the leach rate enhancement to be 
somewhat variable (Dran et al. 1981, 1984), depending in a complicated way 
on the nature of the glass as well as the leaching solution. It has also 
been suggested (Lutze 1988) that thermal annealing may be responsible for 
the contradictory results; in the ion implantation experiments thermal 
recovery would be negligible (since implantation is achieved over a time-
scale of minutes), whereas it would be significant for an a-doped glass and 
for an actual waste glass where the dose is received over a long time 
period. 

Another major drawback in these ion-implantation experiments was the 
unidirectional quality of the irradiation, which affected only about the 
outer 20-nm-thick layer at the glass surface. The high stress between the 
irradiated layer and the underlying glass may play an important role in the 
leaching phenomena. Moreover, the irradiations were performed using a grid 
to display contrast between the leaching behaviour of the irradiated and 
unirradiated regions, and, thus, differential surface stress effects could 
also have been important. 

A variety of studies have been conducted on the effects of He generation in 
waste glasses (Mendel et al. 1976, Hall et al. 1976, Turcotte 1976, Malow 
et al. 1980). The results indicate that at the temperatures anticipated in 
a waste vault, the diffusion coefficient of He is so low that almost all of 
it will be retained in the glass. Glasses were doped with short-lived 
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isotopes of Cm or Pu to achieve the accumulated concentrations of He 
corresponding to that predicted for a waste form of age 106 a. No major 
decrease in glass durability was observed. 

In studies of the corrosion of active high-level waste (HLW) borosilicate 
glasses, Grauer (1985) concluded that a-decay has no significant detri
mental effect on the corrosion of glasses other than an increase in 
corrosion rate by a factor of about three, and that variations in glass 
composition have a much greater influence on corrosion behaviour than 
a-induced damage. 

Lutze (1988) reviewed the effects of a-radiation damage in borosilicate 
glasses and notes that changes in glass density are small (±1%) and they 
saturate at doses of 1018-1019 a-events/cm3; helium released from a-decay 
is retained by the glass and does not decrease the durability of the glass. 
Although there have been no studies of solid-state a-radiation effects on 
aluminosilicate glasses, their structure is similar to that of borosilicate 
glasses and there is no reason to expect they would behave differently in a 
qualitative sense. 

4.1.2 Beta and Gamma Irradiation 

Burns et al. (1982) conducted a series of experiments in which both cry
stallized and amorphous glasses were irradiated with 0.5-MeV electrons to a 
dose of -3 x 109 Gy. This dose is equivalent to the anticipated accumu
lated /3- and -y-dose in a waste glass that is several hundred years old. 
Both unirradiated and irradiated glasses were then leached in deionized 
water. The authors concluded that there were no appreciable losses in 
durability resulting from irradiation. McVay et al. (1981) and McVay and 
Pederson (1981) conducted similar tests on a zinc borosilicate simulated 
waste glass and concluded that the chemical durability was not affected by 
prior irradiation of the glass with an applied y dose rate of 
2.4 x 104 Gy/h (60Co) for up to 13 d (dose of 7.5 x 106 Gy). 

Gray (1982) studied the effects of transmutation by doping glasses and 
ceramic materials with 133Cs followed by neutron irradiation to produce 
1 3 4Cs, which, with a half-life of 2.06 a, ^-decays to produce 134Ba. After 
irradiation, the samples were annealed to remove any potential neutron 
irradiation damage. The microstructure of the samples was examined over 
the next two years and showed either no effects or only minor changes in 
the microstructure, chemical durability and density. 

DeNatale and Howitt (1985, 1987) have argued that -y-irradiation of glass to 
a dose of -103 MGy can produce oxygen bubbles, through reduction of the 
ionic oxygen to molecular oxygen, which would lead to an increase in sur
face area and, in principle, to increased chemical reactivity in an aqueous 
medium. They also pointed out that the ionizing contribution to energy 
losses of a-particles and a-recoils in waste forms should simply be added 
to the ionizing component from the accompanying 7-irradiation, for the 
purposes of calculating cross sections for oxygen production. However, it 
was not clearly demonstrated that prior -y-irradiation of a glass leads to 
enhanced corrosion in aqueous solution. 
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After reviewing the results reported in the literature, Lutze (1988) 
concluded that although self-irradiation of crystalline phases in a glass 
(that may occur during cooling of the waste form) may cause substantial 
structural changes, these phenomena have a negligible effect on bulk waste-
form performance. He also concluded that the influence of p- and 
7-radiation on the chemical durability of a glass is smaller than or-decay-
induced damage, and that nuclear transmutations have no measurable effect 
on chemical durability. 

4.2 SOLUTION RADIOLYSIS 

4.2.1 Alpha Radiolvsis 

There are few studies that deal specifically with the effects of 
a-radiolysis on glass durability. There is some evidence to suggest that 
the leach rates of actinides from a glass may be correlated with their 
valence state in the glass; for example, Cleveland et al. (1983) showed 
that speciation and precipitation reactions of Pu from the leachant appear 
to be dependent on the valence state of the nuclide when it is released 
into solution. Air-equilibrated solutions of actinides can be driven 
acidic as a result of a-radiolysis of N2 in solution producing HN03, which 
can enhance actinide solubility. At very high a dose rates of 2 x 104 Gy/h 
in a 238Pu solution, Gray and Simonson (1985) reported Eh values of +1.2 V 
resulting from the production of 02 by radiolysis. Under these extremely 
oxidizing conditions, actinide solubility can be greatly enhanced. 

4.2.2 Gamma Radiolvsis 

Considerably more research has been done to address the effects of 
7-radiolysis of solutions. Burns et al. (1982) reviewed studies on the 
effects of 7-radiation on the leach rate of vitrified radioactive waste. 
Gamma-radlolysis effects (i.e. 7-irradiation of a sample of glass while in 
the leachant) on the leaching of borosilicate glasses have also been 
studied (Schuman 1983; McVay and Pederson 1981; Nash et al. 1982, 1983; 
Bradley et al. 1983; Pederson and HcVay 1983, 1984; Van Konynenburg 1986; 
Ebert et al. 1990). Dose rates in these studies varied from 0-105 Gy/h, 
with total doses up to 108 Gy. 

McVay et al. (1981) observed leach-rate enhancements that were initially 
attributed to radiolysis. The pH in solution was also observed to decrease 
rapidly; however, this was found to be a result of the production of HN03 
from radiolysis of N2 in either the air dissolved in solution or the gas 
phase above solution. The increase in leach rate was thus directly attri
butable to the increased solubility of the glass at the lower pH. In later 
experiments, precautions were taken to exclude air from the leaching 
vessel, so that HN03 formation did not occur, and only a small increase in 
leach rate was observed from radiolysis (McVay and Pederson 1981). 

Pederson and McVay (1983, 1984) found no radiation enhancement of the leach 
rate at 90°C. However, at 40 to 50°C, leach rates in the irradiated 
solutions increased by a factor of three over the unirradiated solutions. 
Early suppositions were that there was a transient unknown radiolytic 
species whose lifetime decreased with an increase in temperature, causing a 
smaller leach-rate enhancement at the higher temperature. However, Weber 
et al. (1984) concluded that since the leach rate of the glass (in the 
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absence of radiation) decreased considerably as the temperature was 
reduced, the contribution of radiolysis to the leach rate simply became 
more dominant, but was essentially temperature-independent. 

Nash et al. (1982, 1983) investigated release of Pu and Am from a Bat telle 
borosilicate glass and found enhanced release in the presence of a 
7-radiation field (104 Gy/h). No precautions were made to exclude air from 
the experiment, and enhanced leach rates were possibly due to the decrease 
in pH with the formation of HN03. 

One possibility that may explain the modest leach-rate enhancement by 
radiolysis is the radiation-induced buildup of carboxylic acids from 
atmospheric C02 impurities in the leachant (Barkatt et al. 1982, 1987). 
Such acids could act as complexing agents for many nuclides (e.g., Pu4+, 
U4+) that would otherwise be highly insoluble. Although the matrix 
dissolution rate would not be affected directly by this mechanism, the 
formation of surface layers composed of the normally insoluble species 
could be inhibited. Such surface layers could inhibit matrix dissolution, 
so the removal of the layer would give rise to enhanced leaching. Another 
possibility is that radiolysis leads to an increase in the Eh of the solu
tion, mainly through H202 generation. This could also result in increased 
solubility of some radionuclides. However, McVay et al. (1981) have 
demonstrated that the effect of radiation on glass corrosion cannot be 
related to H202 formation. Burns et al. (1982) suggest that the increased 
leach rate can be attributed to the chemically very reactive OH- radical 
reacting with glass constituents. 

Work, at Savannah River on a defence-waste glass also revealed a small 
(s50£) leach-rate enhancement in a 7-field of 1.6 x 105 Gy/h (Bibler 1982). 
Bates et al. (1986) studied the reaction of a Savannah River borosilicate 
glass (SRL 165) in a 7-irradiated solution at a dose, rate of 2 x 103 Gy/h, 
which is about 5 to 10 times the dose expected from a real SRL glass. The 
solutions rapidly became acidic because of the presence of atmospheric N2 

in solution. They recognized that if a 7-field larger than that expected 
in the disposal vault is used to "accelerate" the reaction in the labora
tory, the effects may be to alter the mechanisms by which the glass reacts. 
A more detailed study (Abrajano et al. 1988) at a dose rate of 1 x 102 Gy/h 
in aerated solution showed that, at this lower dose rate, the solutions did 
not become acidic as a result of radiolysis of atmospheric N2, the bicar
bonate concentration of -10*3 mol/L was more than adequate to buffer the pH 
near neutral, and dissolution of the glass tended to drive the solution 
basic. 

Ebert et al. (1987) also demonstrated that there is essentially no differ
ence in the extent of reaction of an SRL glass as measured by elemental 
release, as a function of dose rate from 10 to 102 Gy/h, or total dose for 
reaction periods up to 278 d. However, Bradley et al. (1983) did notice a 
small dose-rate dependence that varied with the element being released (Na 
and B were most affected), and effects were greatest at low dose rates. 

Yokoyama et al. (1984) have indicated that, in the presence of both bento-
nite and granite, the effects of 7-irradiation on pH appeared to be moder
ated by the buffering of the groundwater pH by the clay. 
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The results of a Japan-Switzerland-Sweden (JSS) project (JSS 1986) to study 
the leaching of radioactive and simulated waste glasses have shown that the 
dissolution behaviour of a radioactive glass is very similar to that of the 
corresponding simulated glass. Although the radioactive glass took longer 
to reach "steady-state" concentrations in solution, it was not clear 
whether radiolysis effects were involved or whether the effect was due to 
differences in the preparation of the glasses. 

Tait (1985) investigated the effects of 7-radiolysis (4 Gy/h) on the 
corrosion of borosilicate and aluminosilicate glasses. The samples were 
sealed in silica ampoules with deionized water or various groundwaters. 
The ampoules also contained granite and/or bentonite clay. Surface analy
sis indicated there were no noticeable differences between glasses leached 
in the presence of a 7-field and those leached in the absence of a radia
tion field. The final bulk leach rate of the samples in the irradiated and 
unirradiated solutions agreed to within a factor of three; in some cases, 
the unirradiated samples were observed to have the higher leach rate. 

In a comprehensive study, Ebert et al. (1990) investigated the effects of 
7-radiolysis on dissolution of SRL-165 and PNL 76-68 borosilicate glasses 
in tuffaceous groundwater at 90°C. Little influence of radiation was 
observed; although solutions were aerated, the bicarbonate concentration in 
solution was sufficient to maintain the pH at 6.4, thereby mitigating the 
effects of HNO3 production during radiolysis. 

Since the minimum design containment life for the waste container is at 
least 500 a (Cameron 1982), it is unlikely that synergistic effects between 
a- and 7-radiolysis processes would need to be considered, because up to 
about 500 a, the 7-emitting nuclides from the fission products are the 
dominant source of radiation. Thus, during the containment period, 
7-radiolysis of the pore water of the buffer and host rock will generally 
affect only the buffer and container. Beyond this period, the fi- and 
7-field will have a minimal effect outside the container; the most impor
tant factor will be a-radiolysis at the surface of the glass and the 
effects of a-induced structural damage to the waste form, once the con
tainer has been breached. 

On the basis of the foregoing discussion, self-irradiation effects (solid-
state damage) should not cause leach-rate enhancements of a glass waste 
form of more than a factor of three, even after accumulating a dose 
equivalent to that of 106 a. Significant solution radiolysis effects on 
leach rate would appear to be confined to HN03 production from the residual 
N2 (air) trapped in the vault after closure, and from the radiolytic 
formation of complexing species from C02 or radiolytic decomposition of any 
humic acids that may be present in deep groundwater. Decreases in pH due 
to HNO3 would tend to be mitigated by alkali-H+ exchange as a result of 
leaching of alkali ions from the glass by groundwater, and by the buffering 
capacity of the clay buffer and host rock. Complexing-agent formation and 
increases in Eh should not have a major effect, since the matrix elements 
of the glass are not affected by these factors, although, as mentioned 
above, possible inhibition of surface layer formation by waste constituents 
may be affected. Although these effects are not easily quantified, there 
is no evidence to suggest that the effects on radionuclide release would be 
significant. 
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5. SPHENE GLASS-CERAMICS 

Glass-ceramic materials, based on the naturally occurring mineral sphene 
(CaTiSi05), have also been investigated in the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste 
Management Program as an alternative to borosilicate glasses for 
reprocessing-waste immobilization (Hayward 1987, 1988). The sphene-based 
glass-ceramic consists of a microcrystalline sphene phase homogeneously 
distributed throughout a continuous sodium-aluminosilicate glass phase. 
The radionuclides in this waste form would thus be distributed between the 
glass and crystalline sphene phases. Radiation effects on the glass phase 
can be expected to be similar to those already discussed for the borosili
cate glasses. Radiation effects on the crystalline sphene phase, however, 
need to be considered separately. 

The mineral sphene can incorporate several hundreds to thousands of /ig/g of 
uranium or thorium in its crystal structure (Vance and Agrawal 1982), and 
thus naturally occurring samples may be found in a partly metamict state 
(Cerny and Povondra 1972, Higgins and Ribbe 1976) as a result of structural 
damage from a-radiation. Indeed, Vance and Metson (1985) found sphene to 
be more structurally sensitive to radiation damage than zircon, which is 
probably the best known metamict mineral (Pabst 1952, Holland and Gottfried 
1955, Vance et al. 1980). However, sphene is widely, used for mineral age-
dating because it very often gives good agreement for different parent-
daughter nuclide systems, which shows that the mineral acts as a closed 
system in these cases (i.e., it has not chemically reacted with the envi
ronment). Although it is known that anatase (Ti02) is a crystalline alter
ation product of the mineral sphene (CaTiSi05) under acidic conditions, and 
that acidic aqueous media are relatively corrosive towards sphene (see 
e.g., Mitchell 1964, Vance and Doern 1989), sphene is still widely accepted 
as being a durable natural mineral in a neutral to basic pH environment, in 
spite of its having received considerable natural radiation damage. 

5.1 SOLID-STATE RADIATION DAMAGE 

It has been demonstrated that the rare earths, which behave similarly to 
trivalent actinides in a crystal-chemical sense, partition into the sphene 
phase of the sphene glass-ceramic rather than into the aluminosilicate 
glass phase (Vance and Agrawal 1982; Hocking et al. 1984, 1988; Capobianco 
et al. 1986; Vance et al. 1986; Hayward 1987). In a sphene-based glass-
ceramic containing ~6 wt.% reprocessing waste, and assuming preferential 
partitioning of the actinide fraction of the waste into the sphene phase, 
the crystalline phase would become amorphous (metamict) as a result of 
a-recoil processes in ~106 a (Vance et al. 1984, Vance and Metson 1985). 
Although the volume expansion of the sphene phase is -8% when a-induced 
amorphism occurs (Vance and Metson 1985), slow viscous flow of the glassy 
phase might occur at ambient temperatures, possibly preventing the 
formation of microcracks in the glass-ceramic. 

Vance et al. (1984) irradiated synthetic sphene ceramic powders and sphene 
glass-ceramics with 3-MeV Ar+ ions until the materials were amorphous to 
X-rays. They deduced that a fluence of 7 x 10ia a/g would be required to 
produce complete metamictization, in good agreement with a value of 
5 x 1018 a/g deduced from studies on naturally metamict sphene crystals 
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(Vance and Hetson 1985). The leach rate of the ion-bombarded ceramic was 
higher than that of the unirradiated ceramic by a factor of about five; 
however, there was no evidence of an enhanced leach rate in the irradiated 
glass-ceramic. 

Subsequent leaching experiments (Stevanovic et al. 1989) on prepared sur
faces of sphene glass-ceramics and single (synthetic) sphene crystals that 
had been irradiated with 140-keV Bi++ ions indicated, that amorphism could 
increase the leach rate of the samples by as much as a factor of 10. These 
findings must be considered in the light of previous studies by Dran et al. 
(1984) on borosilicate glasses (as mentioned in the previous section), 
where it was concluded that the main disadvantage of ion-irradiation exper
iments on thick, samples is the creation of stresses between the irradiated 
layer and the underlying bulk material. It is not clear how much of the 
observed increase in leach rate in the sphene glass-ceramics and ceramics 
was due to these differential stresses. 

Vance (1986) studied the leaching of natural sphene in deionized water at 
90°C. The sphene sample had incurred natural or-damage from U and Th 
impurities equivalent to an «-fluency of 5 x 1017 a/g (30 to 20X of the 
dose calculated to produce structural amorphism) (Vance and Metson 1985). 
This degree of radiation damage would be equivalent to that acquired by a 
sphene glass-ceramic waste form after >106 a. The leaching results indi
cated that the leach rate of the natural sphene was about a factor of two 
higher than that of natural sphene that had been annealed at 900°C to 
remove the structural effects of radiation damage. The leach rate of the 
damaged natural sphene was lower than that of a synthetic sphene ceramic, 
but was comparable to that of an unirradiated sphene glass-ceramic. Thus, 
overall increases in leach rates resulting from a-recoil processes should 
be less than a factor of two to three for waste forms with an age of 
~106 a. 

Vance et al. (1986) also investigated the effect of irradiating a natural 
sphene sample with a 200-keV electron beam to simulate £-decay damage. 
After irradiating the sample to a fluence of 2 x 1027 e/m2, no structural 
damage was observed in the samples. This fluence is equivalent to an 
ionization dose of 1014 Gy, which is considerably higher than that which 
would be experienced by the sphene phase in a glass-ceramic waste form, 
ever after 1 Ma. It was thus concluded that ^-induced radiation damage 
would have little influence on the leaching behaviour of sphene. 

5.2 SOLUTION RADIOLYSIS 

As in borosilicate glas ses, there is no obvious a priori mechanism for 
radiolysis-enhanced leaching of a glass-ceramic except for chemical effects 
in solution that could inhibit surface layer formation, or that could 
increase the dissolution rate by the production of HN03 in aerated 
solutions. 

Tait (1985) investigated the effects of 7-radiolysis on the corrosion of a 
sphene glass-ceramic. The mineral alteration phases formed on the surface 
of the glass-ceramic were found to be identical to those formed in the 
absence of a radiation field. The final bulk leach irate of the samples in 
the irradiated and unirradiated solutions agreed to within a factor of 
three. 
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6. SOLUTION EFFECTS IN THE NEAR FIELD 

A number of studies have addressed the effects of radiolysis on the 
chemistry of the solution in contact with the waste form or in the near 
field (buffer/rock). The most important effects are potential changes in 
the Eh and pH of the solution, and the formation of oxidizing (H202, 02) or 
reducing species or radical species that could alter the oxidation state of 
ionic species in solution (Section 3.A). During the first 500 a of the 
containment period, only 7-radiolysis could affect groundwater chemistry in 
such a way as to produce species that could potentially affect container 
corrosion or affect the clay buffer (7-radiolysis effects would decrease by 
several orders of magnitude during the design containment period). After 
the container was breached, radionuclides would be released into the 
groundwater and a-, p-, and 7-radiolysis effects in solution could affect 
radionuclide transport properties through the buffer or host rock. 

Walters and Wisbey (1986) reviewed both the fundamental processes involved 
in metal ion interactions with water radiolysis products and the effects of 
radiolysis on radioactive materials under disposal conditions. They high
lighted the need both for more reliable rate and equilibrium-constant data 
for reactions under disposal conditions and for the need to more completely 
understand the reaction pathways for primary and secondary radiolysis 
products with waste forms. Factors such as pH, Eh, solid phase type and 
availability of complexing ligands, which can affect waste-form dissolu
tion, can also be strongly influenced by radiolysis. They indicate that 
there is some evidence that, since there is a high probability that the 
far-field groundwaters will be reducing and that the host rock may contain 
chemical reductants (e.g. Fe 2 +), any deleterious effects of a high-
radiation field in the near environment would be mitigated by the reduction 
of a mobilized species to a less mobile form in the far field. For 
example, Tc(VII) could be reduced to Tc(IV) by iron minerals; or high 
oxidation states of the actinides such as Am(V) may be reduced to Am(III), 
a less soluble and less mobile valency. 

Van Konynenburg (1986) reviewed the changes in chemistry of 7-irradiated 
waters and identified the important interacting species. The review makes 
specific reference to effects on the air/groundwater/tuff environment at 
Yucca Mountain, which is being evaluated as the reference site for high-
level waste disposal in the U.S. The results observed from radiolysis of 
groundwaters were consistent with those predicted from a basic under
standing of the radiolytic processes that would occur in these solutions. 

Eriksson and Jacobsson (1983) discussed the effects of ^-radiation on a 
water-saturated buffer. They demonstrated that the radiolytic production 
of H2 in the pore water of the clay depends on the diffusivity and equili
brium concentration of H2, and that production decreases sharply at low 
dose rates. At high dose rates, production was also strongly influenced by 
the concentration of Fe2+ and HCO5, which can scavenge OH. radicals and 
increase H2 production. The observations agreed well with those predicted 
from a kinetic model for radiolysis. Christensen and Bjergbakke (1984) 
used a similar kinetic model to show that p- and 7-radiation may, under 
certain conditions, act as a recombination agent for H2 and 02 produced by 
a-radiolysis at the surface of a waste form. 
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Gray and Simonson (1985) investigated the production of H2 and 02 by o- and 
•y-radiolysis in salt brine. In a closed system, a-radiolysis produced 
higher equilibrium gas pressures than 7-radiolysis. It was also found that 
a-radiolysis increased the Eh of the solution. The gas pressures produced 
agreed well with results predicted from a kinetic radiolysis model. 

Wlsbey (1986) studied the effects of 7-irradiation on groundwaters at dose 
rates of 1 Gy/h to 5 x 103 Gy/h. The results imply that the presence of 02 

would reduce the solution pH and increase the Eh, which has the potential 
to increase radionuclide solubility. Under neutral (argon) atmospheres or 
in the presence of bentonite or granite, the changes in pH and Eh upon 
irradiation are markedly reduced and radionuclide concentrations in 
solution are reduced. 

Jantzen and Bibler (1986) showed that 7-radiolysis of a granitic ground
water, in the absence of both waste glass and oxygen and under conditions 
where gaseous radiolysis products can escape, reduced the oxidation 
potential. This suggests that oxidizing conditions may not prevail in a 
crystalline rock vault when abundant Fe2+ species are leached from the host 
rock and can control the oxidation potential. 

Tait et al. (1986) investigated the effects of -/-radiolysis on aqueous 
solutions at low dose rates (4 Gy/h). The low dose rates were employed to 
more closely simulate anticipated fields in the vault. If higher radiation 
fields are used to "accelerate" the radiolysis reactions, mechanisms may 
change, and solution chemistry and speciation may be significantly altered. 
Silicate glasses and glass-ceramics were sealed in glass ampoules contain
ing the leachant solutions. Granite rock and/or bentonite were also pre
sent in some vessels and the atmospheres were either neutral (argon) or 
oxidizing (air). Hydrogen was generated in all vessels and oxygen was 
depleted from all vessels containing granite. This depletion was explained 
by proposing that iron species, known to be present in the granite rock, 
were able to react with both the oxygen present in the aerated vessels and 
oxygen generated by radiolysis. Radiolysis of solutions containing bento
nite showed a depletion of oxygen and a production of C02 (likely from 
organic impurities in the clay) and H2. Aerated solutions did not become 
acidic through the production of HN03 by radiolysis, since the system was 
closed and dissolution of the waste form and/or the clay or granite could 
buffer any acid produced. Chloride ions appeared to have no effect on the 
production of oxygen or hydrogen. These results were qualitatively pre
dicted using a kinetics simulation program (MAKSIMA-CHEMIST, Boyd et al. 
1980) that modelled the radiolysis reactions occurring in solution. The 
model suggested that iron hydrolysis and Fe2+/Fe3+ redox reactions with 
radicals generated by radiolysis can explain the depletion of oxygen. 

Burns et al. (1988, 1991) have investigated the radiolytic oxidation of 
radionuclides in granite- and bentonlte-equilibrated groundwaters. 
Neptunium(IV) appears to be oxidized to the more soluble valency Np(V) by 
7-irradiation in neutral or mildly basic solution, but 7-irradiation had no 
effect on increasing Np solubility at more extreme pH values (pH 12). TcO^ 
was reduced to a less soluble oxidation state if 7-irradiated in deaerated 
solution in the presence of bentonite or in the presence of iron or stain
less steel filings. This implies that 7-radiation of reduced technetium 
species will not promote their oxidation to pertechnetate. Alpha 
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radiolysis, however, was found to have the potential to oxidize Tc(IV) to 
Tc(VII) in all water chemistries that were studied. Plutonium exhibited 
some tendency towards colloid formation, and its solubility was increased 
by or-radiolysis. Burns and co-workers also developed a method for the 
speciation modelling of the radiolytic oxidation of Np and Pu using a 
thermodynamic modelling code and the kinetic information for a radiolysis 
code and good agreement was found between observed behaviour and simula
tions of equilibrium chemistry under repository conditions in the presence 
of radiation fields. 

7. 129It BSKr AND 14c WASTE FORMS 

During fuel reprocessing by solvent extraction techniques, volatile radio
nuclides, such as 1 2 9I and 85Kr and gaseous forms of 1 4C, would tend to 
escape from the liquid reprocessing streams. The 1 4C is an activation 
product formed during reactor operation by (n,p) reaction on 1 4N impurities 
in the fuel pellets and in the Zircaloy sheath, neutron capture on 1 3C in 
the graphite-based CANLUB™ lubricant between the pellets and the Zircaloy 
sheath, and (n,a) reaction with 1 70 in the fuel. The potential materials 
that could be considered for solidification of these nuclides have been 
discussed by Taylor (1987, 1990a, 1990b, 1991). 

For 1 2 9 I , potential immobilizing solids are Bi507I, iodosodalite 
(Na4Al3Si3012I), Ag-zeolites and Agi. These materials have been reviewed 
by Taylor (1990b). For 85Kr, apart from containing it in pressurized 
containers, possible immobilizing solids include glass, sodalite, and 
zeolite 5A (Taylor 1990a). Possible hosts for 1 4C immobilization are BaC03 
and PbC03 (Taylor 1991). 

Experimental studies of the potential effects of radiation on these and 
related materials are either very incomplete or have not been done at all. 
Iodosodalite did not display any structural changes upon irradiation to 
107 Gy of 7-rays plus 5 x 1017 fast neutrons-cm-2 (Vance et al. 1981b). 
Taylor et al. (1989) report that aqueous dissolution of Bi507I is insensi
tive to solid-state 7-radiation doses up to 106 Gy. Although irradiation 
of Ag-zeolite to a -y-dose of 105 Gy caused structural changes (Vance et al. 
1981b), the effects on dissolution have not been studied. Tingey et al. 
(1980) irradiated a 85Kr-loaded sodalite to a 7-dose of 107 Gy and observed 
no enhanced 85Kr release. Vance et al. (1981b) discussed the potential 
effects of transmutation for I- and Kr-loaded sodalite but no conclusions 
were reached. 

Clearly, detailed studies would be necessary to investigate radiation 
stability if any of these or other candidate materials were chosen for 
immobilization of the radioactive off-gases from a reprocessing facility. 
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Radiation effects on the release of radionuclides from fuel reprocessing 
wastes immobilized in solids such as glasses or glass-ceramics would stem 
from self-irradiation damage to the waste form, radiolysis of groundwater 
adjacent to the waste form, and 7-ray irradiation of the container, buffer 
and vault rock. The available evidence indicates there are no grounds for 
supposing that the leach rate of glass or glass-ceramic waste forms would 
be enhanced by more than a factor of two to three, even 106 a after dispo
sal, either from direct effects in the waste form or from secondary effects 
from radiation action on other components of the engineered barrier system 
in the disposal vault. 

Lutze and Ewing (1988) have compared radiation effects in borosilicate 
glasses and SYNROC (a crystalline waste form (Ringwood et al. (1988)). 
They concluded that there is no compelling evidence to suggest that 
ionization events (fi- and 7-decay) cause important structural changes in 
glasses or ceramics. The a-particle damage and recoil nucleus damage in 
crystalline materials will result in the loss of long-range order in the 
structure and volume expansion. The accumulation of damage will depend on 
the ability of the material to "repair" the damage through self-annealing 
processes. Although both glasses and crystalline materials may undergo 
changes in their physical properties (e.g., density, hardness, fracturing), 
it is chemical durability that is of primary concern when considering 
mechanisms for radionuclide release. Increases in leach rate, up to a 
factor of about five, have been observed for a-damaged glasses and crystal
line materials; however, the high dose rates required to produce damage on 
a laboratory time scale may be an important factor in enhancing the leach 
rate. This is particularly true in crystalline phases if there is a signi
ficant volume expansion and if cracking occurs. 

Radiolysis of solutions in contact with the waste form has a measurable 
effect on the dissolution rate of the host matrix or of specific radio
nuclides in the borosilicate and sphene glass-ceramic waste forms con
sidered here. Increases in the dissolution rate of up to a factor of five 
have been observed, and are generally associated with 7-radiolysis effects 
at dose rates of 102-104 Gy/h. Since the 7- and /9-radiation fields would 
decrease to <~0.5 Gy/h during the first 500 a, where the containers are 
designed to remain intact, it is anticipated that the subsequent effect on 
long-term release would be minimal. 

Little or no work has been done on radiation effects on waste forms for 
specific radionuclides such as 1 2 9 I , 1 4C or 85Kr. Since there is as yet no 
international consensus on suitable waste forms for these nuclides, or even 
if such waste forms will be needed, further studies along the lines dis
cussed in this report would be required to determine the effect of radia
tion on waste-form performance under the anticipated disposal conditions 
for any specified waste form. 

In conclusion, if borosilicate- or aluminosilicate-based glasses or titano-
silicate glass ceramics were to be chosen as host materials for the immobi
lization of CANDU nuclear fuel reprocessing wastes, there is strong experi
mental evidence to suggest that neither structural damage nor solution 
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radiolysis effects resulting from a-, B- or -y-radiation would significantly 
affect the dissolution rate of the host matrix or the release of radionu
clides from the waste form. Although increases in leach rates have been 
observed to result from structural damage or radiolysis, these increases 
are less than a factor of five. This variability in the leach rate would 
be taken into account in any probabilistic safety assessment that would be 
used to analyze the performance of vitrified waste forms for permanent 
disposal. 
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APPENDIX A 

CALCULATION OF RADIATION SOURCE TERMS 

Calculations have been performed to provide data on a-, /?--, 7- and neutron 
radiation source terms in a borosilicate glass waste form containing 6 wt.% 
fission-product oxides. The used-fuel isotopic inventories and radiation 
source terms were calculated (Penner and Gauld 1990) as a function of time 
following reprocessing using the isotopic generation and depletion code 
ORIGEN-S (Hermann and Westfall 1990), coupled with the WIHS-AECL lattice 
code (Donnelly 1986). A detailed description of the cross-section data
bases and the validation of the coupled code system can be found in Gauld 
(1992). The radionuclide inventories in the used CANDU fuel were calcu
lated for a Bruce reactor fuel with a burnup of 685 GJ/kg initial U and 
were based on a similar calculation by Tait et al. (1989). The fuel was 
assumed to be reprocessed after 10 a out-of-reactor cooling. The total 
fission-product and actinide inventories before and after reprocessing to 
remove 99.5% of the total U and Pu, and all of the volatiles, H, He, Br, 
Kr, I, and Xe, are shown in Table A-l. This calculated fission-product 
inventory of 6.67 g/kg U (elemental) after reprocessing is equivalent to a 
fission-product oxide inventory of 8.01 g/kg U (by individual calculation 
of the nuclide masses in their most common oxide valency). The instan
taneous a- and ^-decay event rates over the cooling period were calculated 
using a utility code developed for spectral calculations from used fuel 
(Gauld and Baker, unpublished results). The code calculates a- and 0-decay 
transition rates using the ORIGEN-S nuclear decay database. 

The neutron source terms and the 7-photon source terms were determined 
using ORIGEN-S alone. The number of neutron events generated from 
spontaneous fission and from a-induced (a,n) reactions were calculated 
separately. The (a,n) reaction rate is material-dependent and a borosili
cate glass composition (AVH-type) was specified in the present calculations 
for a waste form containing 6 wt.% fission-product oxides. The instantan
eous fi- and neutron source-term yields (particle events/s) were calculated 
on the basis of their inventory in 1 kg of initial U in the fuel at speci
fied cooling times after reprocessing (Table A-2). The instantaneous 
a-particle yields and photon (7) yields are given in Table A-3. The source 
terms can be normalized to events/cm3 in a glass matrix using the values in 
Table A-l, if one assumes a glass density of 2.8 g/cm3 and a fission-
product oxide loading of 6 wt.% (1 particle/kg U = 0.0208 particles/cm3 

glass). 

The cumulative number of /?- and neutron events/cm3 and cumulative 
a-events/cm3 in the glass were calculated by numerically integrating the 
normalized source-term yields in Tables A-2 and A-3 as a function of 
cooling time, assuming a constant event rate over the time intervals. 

The radiation transport shielding calculations to determine neutron and 
photon dose rates on the exterior of a reprocessing-waste container were 
performed using the one-dimensional 0NEDANT discrete ordinates transport 
code (0'Dell 1982). The geometry of the waste container is shown in 
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Figure A-l. The packed particulate filler between the inner and outer 
container was assumed to be silica sand. The radial 7- and neutron dose 
rates are listed in Table A-4 
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TABLE A-l 

COMPOSITION OF 10-a-COOLED USED CANDU FUEL AND 

WASTE FROM REPROCESSING CANDU FUEL 

Radionuclides 

Actinides 
U 
Pu 
Other Actinides 

Total 

Fission 
Products 

Used Fuel 
Cooled 10 a 
(g/kg U) 

987.75 
4.00 
0.13 

991.88 

8.12 

Reprocessing 
Waste 
(g/kg U) 

4.94 
0.02 
0.13 

5.09 

6.67 
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TABLE A-2 

BETA AND NEUTRON YIELD SOURCE TERM 
(particles per kg initial U) 

Cooling 
Time" 

O) 

i—
i 

3 
6 

10 
20 
40 
50 
70 

100 
150 
200 
250 
300 
350 
400 
450 
500 
550 
600 
650 
800 

1000 
2000 
5000 

10* 
105 

106 

Beta 
Yield 
( s - i ) 

1.903 x 
1.742 x 
1.572 x 
1.402 x 
1.091 x 
6.824 x 

- -
3.381 x 
1.681 x 
5.263 x 
1.673 x 
5.507 x 
1.977 x 
8.313 x 
4.481 x 
3.100 x 
2.538 x 
2.267 x 
2.126 x 
2.035 x 
1.920 x 
1.870 x 
1.840 x 
1.770 x 
1.700 x 
1.240 x 
2.650 x 

1012 

1012 

1012 

1012 

1012 

101 1 

101 1 

101 1 

1010 

1010 

109 

109 

10" 
108 

10» 
108 

108 

10" 
108 

108 

108 

108 

108 

108 

10" 
108 

Alpha-n 
Yield 
( s " 1 ) 

8.128 x 102 

8.076 x 102 

8.002 x 102 

7.910 x 102 

7.705 x 102 

7.371 x 102 

7.227 x 102 

6.970 x 102 

6.625 x 102 

6.110 x 102 

5.641 x 102 

5.210 x 102 

4.812 x 102 

4.445 x 102 

4.106 x 102 

3.793 x 102 

3.505 x 102 

3.238 x 102 

2.993 x 102 

2.766 x 102 

2.185 x 102 

1.599 x 102 

3.600 x 101 

4.265 
2.980 
1.025 
1.808 

Spontaneous 
F i ss ion Neutron 
Yield ( s - 1 ) 

1.936 x 103 

1.794 x 103 

1.601 x 103 

1.375 x 103 

9.403 x 102 

4.420 x 102 

3.042 x 102 

1.461 x 10* 
5.217 x 101 

1.486 x 101 

9.241 
8.313 
8.089 
7.979 
7.894 
7.819 
7.751 
7.689 
7.630 
7.575 
7.425 
7.247 
6.493 
4.761 
2.954 
6.568 
0.161 

Cooling time after reprocessing 10-a-cooled fuel. 
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TABLE A-3 

ALPHA AND PHOTON YIELD SOURCE TERM 
(particles (photons) per kg initial U) 

Cooling 
Time (a)a 

1 
20 
50 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
800 
1000 
2000 
5000 
104 

105 

106 

Alpha 
Yield (s-1) 

1.200 x 1010 

1.140 x 1010 

1.070 x 1010 

9.860 x 109 

8.400 x 10s 

7.170 x 109 

6.120 x 109 

5.230 x 109 

4.470 x 109 

3.270 x 109 

2.400 x 109 

5.540 x 108 

7.880 x 107 

5.590 x 107 

1.210 x 107 

1.700 x 107 

Photon (7) 
Yield (s-1) 

1.177 x 1012 

7.119 x 1011 

3.542 x 1011 

1.138 x 1011 

1.452 x 1010 

4.274 x 109 

2.854 x 109 

2.364 x 109 

2.018 x 109 

1.486 x 109 

1.100 x 109 

2.832 x. 108 

6.863 x 107 

5.329 x 107 

2.275 x 107 

1.056 x 107 

Cooling time after reprocessing 10-a-cooled fuel. 
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TABLE A-4 

VASTE CONTAINER EXTERIOR RADIAL DOSE RATE 

Cooling 
Time" 
(a) 

1 
20 
50 
100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
800 
1000 
2000 
5000 
104 

105 

106 

Neutron 
(Sv.h-1) 

4.25 x 10-< 
2.77 x 10-4 

1.77 x 10"4 

1.30 x 10-4 

1.06 x 10-4 

9.04 x ÎO-5 

7.71 x 10-5 
6.60 x 10-5 
5.65 x 10-5 
4.15 x lu-5 

3.06 x 10-5 
7.16 x 10-« 
1.46 x 10-6 

9.70 x 10-7 

2.70 x 10-7 

3.66 x 10-"> 

Gamma • 
(Sv-h-1) 

3.06 x 102 
1.81 x 102 

8.90 x 101 

2.81 x 101 

2.82 x 10° 
2.90 x 10-1 

3.67 x lu-2 

1.13 x 10-2 
8.70 x 10-3 

8.37 x 10-3 

8.33 x 10-3 

8.14 x lu-3 

7.66 x lu-3 

7.04 x lu-3 

3.74 x 10-3 
6.60 x 10-3 

Cooling time after reprocessing 10-a-cooled fuel. 
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FIGURE A-1: Fuel Reprocessing-Waste Disposal Container 
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